Could

Geography
be the
right direction
for you?

The world in which we live is
likely to change more in the
next 50 years than it has ever
done before. Geography
explains why, and helps to
prepare you for those
changes.

The transferable skills which
geography fosters are an
asset in the complex world of
employment today.
Geography is about the future
and encourages flexible
thinking.

Geography tackles the big
issues:
• environmental
responsibility
• our global interdependence
• cultural understanding and
tolerance
• commerce, trade and
industry.

Geographical study fosters
these qualities and provides
a firm basis for life-long
learning.

Is geography a good choice in terms of getting a
job?
Compared to other subjects, geography graduates are
among the most employable. They possess the skills that
employers look for. In part this is because the subject
combines a knowledge of science and an understanding of
the arts.
Career destinations for Geography graduates...
Management and administration
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Further training, including PGCE for
teaching
Financial sector
Retail sector
Other professions, including the
media

• make a concise report
• handle data
• ask questions and find answers
• make decisions about an issue
• analyse material
• organise themselves
• think creatively and independently

• good communicators
• spatially aware
• socially, economically and
environmentally aware
• problem solvers
• good team players
• computer literate
• respected academics

Standard Level
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population in transition
Disparities in Wealth
Patterns in Environmental Quality
and Sustainability
Patterns in Resource
Consumption
Extreme Environments
Hazards and Disasters- Risk
Assessments and Response

AS Level
Paper 1- 35%
• Population Change
• Rivers, Floods and Management
• Food Supply Issues
• Coastal Management or
• Cold Environments
• environments.
Paper 15%
• Geographical Skills

Higher Level
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Population in transition
Disparities in Wealth
Patterns in Environmental Quality
and Sustainability
Patterns in Resource Consumption
Extreme Environments
Hazards and Disasters- Risk
Assessments and Response
The Geography of Food and Health
Global Interactions

A2 Level
Paper 3 -35%
• Globalisation and Development
• Plate Tectonics and Associated
Hazards
• Weather and Climate and Associated
Hazards
Paper 4- 20%
• Geographical Issue Evaluation
• ( pre-release resource)

Follow in the footsteps of these famous Geographers!

Are you
the next
one?

Care about the
planet?
Estate Manager
Forestry Ranger
Environmental
Consultant
Pollution Analyst
Conservation
Officer

